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Introduction
The problem of coherent weakening (or weakening up to higher homotopies) of algebraic structures has been considered from di erent aspects over the last thirty years. The ÿrst examples of this process appeared in the early 1960s in the works of Benabou [4] , Mac Lane [7] and Stashe [9] . Then Bordman and Vogt came up with their beautiful theory of homotopy invariant algebraic structures [5] which gave a universal approach to coherent weakening for a large class of algebraic theories important in topology. The problem, however, was not exhausted and di erent approaches have been developed in the last decade in quite a large range of mathematical subjects such as algebraic topology, category theory, K-theory, homological algebra and mathematical physics.
A new interest in this problem arose in connection with the task of developing the theory of weak n-categories. A nice overview of a modern understanding of this question can be found in [1] .
E-mail address: mbatanin@math.mq.edu.au (M.A. Batanin).
There are several deÿnitions of weak n-category at present and it is not clear whether they are equivalent (and in what sense). Here we consider a deÿnition provided by Penon in [8] . It seems to us that his idea has a much more general nature than is described in [8] . We believe that his method should work in almost any situation where it is reasonable to speak about weakening of a given algebraic structure (we do not think, however, that this approach is some sort of universal method of weakening, as our results show). Because of this generality it is quite possible that the Penon deÿnition can provide us with a missing link between di erent deÿnitions of weak n-categories. In this paper we make a step in this direction and compare the Penon and Batanin [2] approaches.
At this point we shall not provide a precise general framework for the Penon method but the idea can be explained rather quickly. Suppose we have a category C where some sort of 'homotopy theory' can be considered (the examples are topological spaces, simplicial sets, categories, globular sets or re exive globular sets) or, more precisely, it is su cient to have a class of morphisms which can be called 'trivial ÿbrations'. We also require that the trivial ÿbration structure can be described algebraically, for example, as an appropriate monad algebra structure. Therefore our trivial ÿbrations are equipped with a sort of 'trivialization function' (algebra structure morphism).
Suppose we also have a monad D and an endofunctor P on C together with a natural transformation F : P → D. Then we can consider a category which has as objects those trivial ÿbrations which are morphisms of P-algebras with codomain having a structure of a D-algebra plus, possibly, some conditions on interaction of the various algebra structures. The morphisms are morphisms in the category of morphisms of C which preserve all existing structures. We call this category the category of trivial ÿbrations of P-magmas over D-algebras.
There is a forgetful functor from the last category to C which associates to a trivial ÿbration of P-magmas its codomain. Under some additional conditions this functor may have a left adjoint. This pair of adjoints induces a monad K P on C. And this is exactly the monad that serves as a reasonable weakening of the monad D. The endofunctor P plays the role of 'the set of operations' in D which should be present in K P , but all the relations between them in D take place 'up to homotopy' in K P . This process does not stop. There are 'higher homotopies' between 'homotopies' and so on.
In the present paper we consider two instances of the Penon construction. An appropriate category for the ÿrst one is the category of globular sets. The monad D is the free strict !-category monad and P is one of the !-collections of [2] . We show that in this case the Penon monad is generated by a contractible !-operad K P (1) in the sense of [2] . For this we use the apparatus of computads developed in [3] . We also correct a construction from [3] . We compare this operad with Batanin's universal contractible operad K(1) and show that there is a retraction of K(1) to K P (1) (but the inverse map is not operadic). This means that Batanin's weak categories are, indeed, weaker than those of Penon. We conjecture, however, that this comparison map is some sort of weak equivalence.
Finally, we consider the original Penon construction as it was given in [8] . In this case the category is the category of re exive globular sets (re exive ∞-graphs in the terminology of [8] ). The monad D is again the free !-category monad and P is a system of all binary compositions. Using our previous results we are able to construct a comparison functor between the category of algebras of the Penon monad and the category of algebras of the operad K P (1) and we conjecture that this functor is an equivalence of categories.
We have to apologise to the reader for using a lot of technical material from [2, 3, 12] . The volume restrictions made it impossible to avoid this.
A nonre exive Penon construction
By an n-globular (globular if n = !) set we mean a sequence (inÿnite if n = !) of sets X 0 ; X 1 ; : : : ; X k ; : : : ; X n together with source and target maps The set X r is called the set of r-cells of X . Every (n−1)-globular set can be considered as an n-globular set with empty set of n-cells. So we have a chain of inclusion functors
and every inclusion functor
The counit of this adjunction will be denoted by˝k .
Every (strict) n-category has an underlying globular set. This functor has a left adjoint
We will also denote by (D n ; n ; n ) the monad generated by this adjunction (notice, that in [2] this monad was denoted by D s ). In [2] a description of D n in terms of plain trees was presented. In particular, D n (1), where 1 is terminal n-globular set, is the n-category of trees Tr n of height less than or equal to n.
Let us denote by gl n an n-glob; that is, a globular set which has only one cell c of dimension n and exactly two k-dimensional cells for every 0 6 k ¡ n which are source and target of c. The 'boundary' of gl n will be denoted by S n−1 . This is what is left of gl n if we remove c. We also will denote the source of c as a and the target as b. So S n−1 contains exactly two (n − 1)-cells a and b. For example Let Glob n be the category of n-globular sets (we omit the subscript if n = !). We also consider the following categories which will be deÿned in more detail below:
• Glob=n-Cat (again n can be equal to !) of globular sets over n-categories, • M (P)=n-Cat of P-magmas over n-categories, • TF n of trivial ÿbrations over n-categories, • TFM (P) n of trivial ÿbrations of P-magmas over n-categories.
The objects of Glob=n-Cat are morphisms p : X → Y of n-globular sets such that the codomain of p has a structure of an n-category. The morphisms are commutative squares in Glob n
where F is an n-functor.
We call an object p ∈ Glob=n-Cat a trivial ÿbration if every commutative diagram (in Glob n ) We call this family a trivialization of p.
The category of trivial ÿbrations TF n has as objects the trivial ÿbrations with a chosen trivialization and as morphisms those morphisms in Glob=n-Cat which preserve trivializations.
This notion of trivial ÿbration is closely connected with the notion of contractible n-collection introduced in [2] . Recall that we deÿned an n-collection to be a globular functor
Every n-collection is determined by a map of n-globular sets
The morphisms of collections are morphisms of globular sets which preserve projection to D n (1). It is now easy to see that Lemma 1.1. The category of contractible n-collections with chosen contraction and morphisms of n-collections preserving contractions is isomorphic to the category of trivial ÿbrations over D n (1) (the objects are objects of TF n over D n (1) and the morphisms are those morphisms of trivial ÿbrations which are identities on D n (1)).
Recall [12] that a natural transformation p : R → Q between two endofunctors on Glob n is called Cartesian if for every morphism f : X → Y the naturality square
is a pullback. Recall also that an endofunctor P is called analytic if it is equipped with a Cartesian natural transformation (augmentation) p : P → D. Such an endofunctor is determined up to isomorphism by an n-collection
We usually will denote such a collection simply by P(1).
Analytic endofunctors and their augmentation preserving Cartesian natural transformations form a monoidal category which we will denote by Coll n as it is naturally equivalent to the monoidal category of n-collections in Span from [2] . The monoids in Coll n are called analytic monads and the evaluation at 1 provides an equivalence of the category of analytic monads and the category of n-operads in Span [12] . On the level of algebras we have: the category of algebras of an analytic monad P is naturally isomorphic to the category of algebras of the n-operad P(1). Now let P be an analytic endofunctor. Then we can construct a free operad FP(1) generated by the collection P(1). Then we can take a corresponding analytic monad FP. Deÿnition 1.1. The category of algebras of FP will be called the category of P-magmas.
Obviously, a P-magma structure on X is the same as a morphism of globular sets
From this deÿnition it is clear that n-categories are canonically P-magmas for any P. Hence, we can consider the subcategory of Glob=n-Cat which has as objects the morphisms of P-magmas and as morphisms the commutative squares for which f is a P-magma morphism.
We denote by M (P)=n-Cat the category of P-magmas over n-categories. Finally, the objects of the category TFM (P) n are the objects from M (P)=n-Cat equipped with trivializations, and the morphisms are those morphisms from M (P)=n-Cat which preserve trivializations.
There is a forgetful functor
which assigns to a trivial ÿbration of P-magmas p : X → Y the globular set X . This functor has a left adjoint L which we will call the Penon functor. We will also call the Penon monad the monad on Glob n generated by this adjunction. A special case is of particular interest for us. Let the collection P(1) be the system of binary compositions from [2] , i.e. P contains exactly one cell for binary trees of the type U n and U n ⊗ k U n (in [2] the notation M k n was used), where U n is the linear n-tree. Then a P-magma is what Penon calls an ∞-magma (nonre exive version) in his paper. The category of algebras of the corresponding Penon monad will be called the category of Penon weak !-categories.
The Penon operad
In this section we give an explicit construction of the Penon left adjoint. The method will consist of an inductive introduction of 'free contraction cells' into the iterated free P-magma over a globular set X . For this we recall the technique of generalized computads developed in [3] .
Let A = (A; ; ) be a ÿnitary monad on Glob. We denote by A n the n-truncation of A, i.e. the restriction of A to the category Glob n of n-globular sets. The category of algebras of A n will be denoted by Alg n and the corresponding forgetful functor will be denoted by Let us suppose now that the category Comp n−1 of A n−1 -computads is already deÿned together with two functors:
Deÿnition 2.1. An A n -computad C is a triple (C; ; C ) consisting of an n-globular set C, an A n−1 -computad C and an isomorphism
Let G be an object of Alg n . The counit of the adjunction F n−1 W n−1 gives a morphism r n−1 : F n−1 W n−1 tr n−1 G → tr n−1 G:
Deÿne an n-globular set G in the following way. The (n−1)-skeleton of G coincides with W n−1 F n−1 W n−1 tr n−1 G and
s n−1 a = r n−1 ( ); t n−1 a = r n−1 (Á)}: Deÿne s n−1 ( ; a; Á) = ; t n−1 ( ; a; Á) = Á:
Then put
In Appendix C we give a construction of a left adjoint F n to the forgetful functor W n in the case of an analytic monad. We also establish some properties which we will need below.
We also need an !-version of the theory of computads. With the deÿnition below we can easily expand the results of [3] to n = !.
Recall [3] that the n-truncation of an (n + 1)-computad (C; ; C) is the n-computad C.
Deÿnition 2.2. Let A be a ÿnitary monad on Glob. An !-computad for A is a sequence C n of n-computads for A together with a sequence of isomorphisms
A morphism of !-computads is a sequence of morphisms of n-computads which commutes in the obvious sense with the structure isomorphisms.
In what follows we denote by Comp n the category of n-computads for the analytic monad A = FP.
Let n = 0 and let
We also specify the morphisms
; generated by the morphism : FP(1) → D(1), and the unit
of the monad FP 0 . Suppose
is already constructed together with a map
of P-magmas and a map of globular sets
such that p n · Â n = n (recall that is the unit of monad D). The map p n has a mate
Then deÿne an (n + 1)-computad C n+1 (X ) as follows. The nth truncation of it is equal to C n (X ). Now we have to deÿne a globular set V C n+1 (X ). The n-truncation of
Deÿne (V C n+1 (X )) n+1 to be the disjoint union of X n+1 and
We deÿne the source of x ∈ X n+1 in V C n+1 to be Â n s(x) and the target of x ∈ X n+1 in V C n+1 to be Â n t(x). The source of (a; b) is a and the target is b. Now we are going to construct a map of computads
and then deÿne p n+1 to be the mate of q n+1 .
As tr n W n+1 D n+1 (X ) = W n D n (X ) and tr n C n+1 (X ) = C n (X ) we put tr n q n+1 = q n :
Now deÿne q n+1 in dimension n + 1 on cells of the type (a; b) by q n+1 ((a; b)) = (q n (a); id; q n (b)):
We must make sure that q n (a) = q n (b) in D n (X ). But this is obvious because p n (a) = p n (b), and q n was determined by the commutative diagram where e n is the unit of the adjunction W n F n . We ÿnally deÿne
for x ∈ X n+1 . We also have a map
which is a coprojection in dimension n + 1 and tr n i coincides with Â n . Then we deÿne Â n+1 as the following composite:
The sequence of computads constructed determines an !-computad C(X ) together with two natural transformations:
We claim that p has a natural structure of trivial ÿbration.
We have (a; b) ∈ V C n+1 (X ) and we deÿne
It is obvious from the construction that we indeed have a trivialization of p.
The following proposition can be easily proved now using the induction and a natural isomorphism [3, Corollary 3:1] tr n (FC(X )) → F n C n (X ): Hence; we have a monad K P = (UL; m; Â) on Glob. The natural transformation Wp is a morphism of monads
Theorem 2.1. The Penon monad K P = (UL; m; Â) on Glob is analytic.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 we have a morphism of monads
By deÿnition, p n is a mate of q n i.e. the composite
where r n is the counit of the adjunction F n W n . It is not hard to prove using induction that q n is Cartesian, hence, by Theorem C.1, F n q n is Cartesian. By Theorem C.2, r n · D n is Cartesian as well. Therefore p is Cartesian.
The natural transformation Â is Cartesian because we know that
where is the unit of the monad D and it is a Cartesian natural transformation. The natural transformation p is a morphism of monads so we have
where D is multiplication of D and p 2 :
are Cartesian, hence, the multiplication m is Cartesian.
Comparison
The following deÿnition is just a slight generalization of a deÿnition from [2] . Deÿnition 3.1. An operad A(1) equipped with a morphism of collections P(1) → A(1) is said to have a system of P-compositions. A morphism of such operads is a morphism of operads which respects the systems of compositions in the obvious sense.
It has been proved in [2] that the category of contractible (with chosen contraction) operads with system of P-compositions has an initial object. This initial object was called the universal contractible operad K(1) (actually, in [2] a special case of P which contains binary compositions, as described at the end of Section 1, is considered but the construction works well in general). Now we will prove that the Penon operad also has a similar universal property. (1), which is the identity on D(1) and preserves units.
Notice, that K P (1) as a P-magma over D(1) is pointed by
The following proposition is now obvious.
Proposition 3.1. K P (1) is an initial object of the category of trivial ÿbrations of pointed P-magmas over D(1).
Proof. Every morphism f : K P (1) → X of trivial ÿbrations of P-magmas over D(1) is determined by a map of globular sets g : 1 → U (X ). Let X be pointed. So we have a map h : I → X . If we want f to be pointed we have to know that g coincides with U (h). So there is only one f : K P (1) → X .
Lemma 3.1. Every operad with a system of P-compositions has a canonical structure of a P-magma over D(1).
Proof. Let A(1) be an operad with multiplication and system of compositions r. Then the composite
determines a P-magma structure on A(1). It obviously can be extended to a P-magma structure over D(1). Now, we can state our comparison theorem.
Theorem 3.1. The Penon operad K P (1) is contractible and has a system of Pcompositions. So we have a comparison morphism of operads
This map is a retraction in the category of trivial ÿbrations of pointed P-magmas over D(1).
This theorem means, in particular, that every Penon weak n-category is canonically a Batanin weak n-category. A question arises: whether the comparison map r is an isomorphism? The following example shows that it is not, i.e. Batanin weak categories are indeed weaker than those of Penon.
Example. Here we put P equal to the system of binary compositions. We also use the notation n for the 1-stage tree with n-leaves and use and P for the operadic multiplications in K(1) and K P (1) correspondingly. Recall [2] that the notation ZT for an n-tree T means an identity (n + 1)-cell on T in the !-category D(1). The notation A T means the ÿber over T for an !-collection A(1) → D(1).
Then we have in K(1) and K P (1) the distinguished binary compositions of 1-cells ∈ K 2 and P ∈ (K P ) 2 . We also have the contraction operations [ ; ] ∈ K Z2 and
Now in K we have a cell (1) is the initial contractible operad (see the construction in [2] ). However, in K P (1) we have P (1; P ; [ P ; P ]) = [ P (1; P ; P ); P (1; P ; P )]: The actual reason for the existence of this example is quite simple: the free magma (over D(1)) functor contains less derived operations than the free operad functor as the magma structure is only a part of the operadic structure.
Remarks. This di erence between K(1) and K P (1) reveals itself only in dimensions three or higher. So weak 2-categories in the Penon and Batanin sense are the same, and both are isomorphic to bicategories [2] .
Conjecture. The comparison morphism r induces a weak equivalence between the corresponding categories of algebras; in other words; every Batanin weak !-category is weakly equivalent to a Penon weak !-category.
Re exive Penon construction
Finally, we consider the original Penon construction; that is, on the category of re exive globular sets Glob r . A re exive globular set is a globular set X equipped with a sequence of re ections i n : X n−1 → X n satisfying the condition s n−1 i n = t n−1 i n = id:
The appropriate class of trivial ÿbrations here are those trivial ÿbrations of globular sets over !-categories whose projections and trivializations preserve re ections i.e.
Denote the category of re exive trivial ÿbrations of P-magmas over !-categories by TFM r (P). This category was called la catÃ egorie des Ã etirements catÃ egoriques in [8] .
Lemma 4.1. The categories TFM r (P) and TFM (P) are isomorphic.
Proof. Suppose we have an object of TFM (P) p : X → Y . We deÿne a re ection on X by i(a) = [a; a]. Obviously we get a functor to TFM r (P) which is inverse to the forgetful functor.
It is now easy to construct a Penon left adjoint to the forgetful functor
Indeed, the category of re exive globular sets is isomorphic to the category of algebras of a special operad R(1). This operad has exactly one operation of arity Z k U n and no other operations. So the Penon left adjoint L r can be constructed as a coequalizer in TFM (P) ! :
where k is the structure morphism for X , and * is an action induced by a morphism of operads : R(1) → K P (1) which sends the unique operation from Z k U n to the kth iteration of the trivialization operation [ : : : [a; a] : : : ].
The category of algebras of the monad U r L r is now the category PROL of 'prolixes' of Penon. Now we have that the composite of the forgetful functors Q : PROL → Glob r and S : Glob r → Glob has a left adjoint and this generates a monad on Glob which is isomorphic to UL. Hence, we have Proposition 4.1. There is a comparison functor
Unfortunately, all our attempts to prove that the composite of the two monadic functors S · Q is monadic failed, but we believe it is. This certainly requires some further investigation.
A morphism in id [C; Span] is a commutative triangle Informally this category is the category of functors from C to Glob together with a ÿxed representation of a functor as a globular coproduct of other functors. The morphism of such representations are natural transformations which are identities on summunds. A reader may have an impression that this is quite a poor category as there are not enough interesting morphisms between functors. It would be better to deÿne a bigger class of morphisms by requiring the existence of a 2-cell in the triangle above. Another version is to ask invertibility of this cell. Nevertheless many important natural transformations belong to id [C; Span]. For example, the results of [2] imply that the unit and multiplication in an analytic monad both have natural representations as morphisms in id [Glob; Span]. Moreover, id [Glob; Span] contains the category of analytic functors and their Cartesian transformations as a full subcategory (see Proposition B.1).
There is a functor
where [C; Glob] is the category of functors from C to Glob, which assigns the functor F to a triple (I; ; F). We also have a functor Deÿnition A.1. We call an object (I; ; F) ∈ id [C; Span] connected limits preserving provided F c is a connected limit preserving functor from C to Glob for all n and c : gl n → I .
Proposition A.1. 1. Ä preserves small colimits. 2. creates small colimits.
3. For every morphism in id [C; Span] its image Ä( ) is a Cartesian natural transformation; 4. If (I; ; F) is connected limit preserving then Ä(I; ; F) is connected limit preserving.
Proof. Points 1 and 2 are a consequence of the fact that colimits in a functor category can be calculated pointwise. Points 3 and 4 follow from the commutativity of globular coproducts with connected limits.
This proposition suggests a powerful method for proving that a functor is connected limits preserving or a natural transformation is Cartesian. Indeed, it is enough to lift the functor or natural transformation to id [C; Span]. In many cases we will be interested to establish Cartesianness of a coprojection to a colimiting cone in [C; Glob]. Again, if we are able to lift the diagram to id [C; Span] then Proposition A.1 gives us the result.
Appendix B. Analytic functors and globular coproducts
In this section we study a natural representation of analytic functors as globular coproducts.
Given an analytic functor A and a globular set X , we can construct the following globular functor (see [2] for notation):
Then combining the results of [2] and [12] we have that A(X ) is a globular coproduct over a.
Recall [2] that the construction of free strict !-categories on globular sets can be carry over globular categories. Then every analytic functor on globular sets gives rise to an endofunctor on Glob(Cat) by exactly the same formula as for globular sets if we assume that A(1) is a discrete globular category.
Notice that a coincides with the composite
where is an A-algebra structure morphism for Span which exists since Span is a monoidal globular category [2] . Here we assume that Span is a strict globular monoidal category, which is possible due to the appropriate coherence theorem [2, 12] . In other words if a(x) : 1 → Span represents A(X ) then we have Lemma B.1. The following diagram is a left Kan extension:
Remark. In less formal notation this means that every analytic endofunctor on globular sets is just a coproduct
the formula which is quite familiar in the theory of nonsymmetric operads.
Proposition B.1. The presentation above determines a full and faithful functor
which is left inverse to Ä.
Proof. To deÿne N on morphisms it is su cient to demonstrate that the only Cartesian natural transformation from a functor X T to itself is the identity. Such a transformation is completely determined by an automorphism of the globular set T ? . By a lemma of Weber [13] there is only one such automorphism (this is a consequence of Street's characterisation of globular sets T ? as those for which the blacktriangle relation on them is a linear order [12] . Street calls them globular cardinals).
Other properties of N are obvious.
Now we want to prove that lifting along Ä can be made invariant with respect to the action by analytic functors given by composition. More precisely, we consider Call with its monoidal structure given by composition. The composition also provides an action
Proposition B.2. There is an action
such that the following diagram commutes:
We will prove this proposition in two lemmas. For a given presentation of the globular set X as a globular coproduct, consider the diagram Proof. We use Street's techniques [2, 10, 11] to calculate explicitly this left Kan extension. According to his formula the left Kan extension is given by a globular functor
Appendix C. Computads
In [3] two constructions of the left adjoint F n were given. Unfortunately, the second construction [3, Proposition 3:2] contains a mistake, which we correct now. This construction was used in [3] to prove Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. Here we give a correct proof of Theorem 4.1(ii) under a restriction that the monad is analytic. Under this restriction Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.2 also remain valid. We do not know, however, if they are true for more general Cartesian monads.
For an A n -computad C = (C; ; C ); deÿne V n (C) = C and V 0 = id for n = 0. Deÿne a natural transformation
to be the morphism of n-globular sets which coincides with
up to dimension n − 1 and has n ( ; a; Á) = a in dimension n. Let us deÿne a new monad I A on globular sets by means of the following pushout:
The algebras of I A are globular sets together with an A n−1 -algebra structure on its (n − 1)-truncation. Notice that the categories of A n -computads and (I A ) n -computads are canonically isomorphic. Moreover, the functor V together with the A n−1 -algebra structure on tr n−1 VC W n−1 (F n−1 C ) is left adjoint to the forgetful functor from the category of I A -algebras to A n -computads and n is the counit of this adjunction. So, the functor F n is canonically isomorphic to a composite of V and which is left adjoint to the restriction functor
induced by an obvious morphism of monads
This left adjoint exists due to the ÿnitary assumption [6] .
Theorem C.1. Let A be an analytic monad on globular sets. Then the monad generated by the adjunction F n W n is Cartesian; moreover; the functor part of it preserves all small connected limits (is parametrically right adjoint in the terminology of [12] ).
We use the techniques of [6] for an explicit construction of the left adjoint in the category of A n -algebras.
Let X = M 0 be an I A -algebra and let M 1 be the following coequalizer in Glob n :
where k is the I A -algebra structure morphism for X and Á is the composite · A n (l). Notice, that k is an identity in dimension n.
Suppose that a globular set M r ; together with a morphism r : A n M r−1 → M r are already constructed. Then deÿne M r+1 to be the following coequalizer:
Then we have the following sequence of morphisms:
We denote the colimit of it by M ∞ X . According to [6] M ∞ X has a natural A n -algebra structure given by ∞ = colim r , and this is indeed the free A n -algebra generated by X . Now, we slightly abuse notation and write M n C for the composite M n V C where C is an A n -computad. We have to prove that M ∞ preserves all small connected limits and that the unit and multiplication of the corresponding monad are Cartesian natural transformations. We will do it by lifting all the previous constructions to id [Comp n ; Glob] and then Proposition A.1 will give us the result.
For this we have to construct a natural representation of M n as a globular coproduct. Let us suppose we have already proved our theorem for the (n − 1)-truncation of A. So we assume that tr n−1 M ∞ preserves connected limits. According to [12] it means that there is a functor Comp n−1 ( ? ; C):
In other words we have a left Kan extension in Glob(Cat)
Analogously, we have a similar diagram for presentation of the functor A n−1 tr n−1 M ∞ as a globular coproduct over a globular functor A n−1 tr n−1 m ∞ : A n−1 tr n−1 M ∞ (1) → Span:
Our ÿnal inductive assumption is that tr n−1 ∞ is a Cartesian natural transformation between left Kan extensions induced by the following commutative diagram:
Notice that tr n−1 k = tr n−1 ∞ and k is an identity in dimension n. Obviously M 0 and I A M 0 both preserve connected limits. So we can choose a presentation of M 0 (C) as a globular coproduct over a globular functor m 0 . Proposition B.2 then gives a presentation of I A M 0 (C). Moreover, our inductive assumption implies that k is induced by a commutative diagram Applying our Proposition B.2 to the diagram above we see that the coequalizer diagram is induced by the following diagram:
Thus we have lifted the ÿrst step of Kelly's construction to id [Comp n ; Glob]. The other steps can be lifted analogously.
Now we can prove a theorem which we used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Now we can prove that n · D n is Cartesian using an inductive argument and a method described in Lemma 4.2 in [3] (see the proof that n is Cartesian).
To prove that n · D n is Cartesian we use again our Proposition A. Proceeding with this inductive process, we obtain a lifting of ∞ = and so the proposition is proved.
